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CONTINUITY PROPERTIES OF ONE-PARAMETER FAMILIES

OF LINEAR-QUADRATIC PROBLEMS

WITHOUT STABILITY

by

Ton Geerts

ABSTRACT

In a recent paper ([1]) given one-parameter families

of linear-quadratic control problems (with side

condition that the state trajectory should vanish at

infinity) have been investigated. It was proven there

that, under two rather acceptable assumptions, the

optimal cost depends continuously on the parameter.

Moreover, optimal inputs (whenever they exist), state

trajectories and outputs are continuous w.r.t. the

parameter if the underlying systems are left

invertible. However, in contrast with these problems

with stability there generally proved to be no such

continuity properties for problems without stability

(Le. the free end-point problems). In the present

paper we will explain why. We will demonstrate that

the definition of a new type of control problem with

"partial" stability is necessary. The optimal cost

for the "perturbed" problem then turns out to

converge to the cost for this new problem. Additional

results are found for inputs, states and outputs in

case of left-invertibility. These results are

established only by applying the assumptions made in

the article mentioned above. Actually even less.
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1. Introduction.

We will consider the following families of linear

time-invariant systems X :E.

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(O) = x o '

y (t) = C(E..)x(t) + D(E..)u(t), E.. e [0, 6],E..

(1.la)

(l.lb)

together with the quadratic cost-functionals

J (x o ' u) = r(y (t» 'y (t)dt, E.. e [0, 6]. (l.2)
E.. 0 E.. E..

Here, u(t) e Rm, x(t) e Rn and y (t) e ~r for all t ~ 0 and E.. e
E..

[0, 6] where 6 > 0 will be specified later. For each E.. e [0, 6],

C(E..) and D(E.) are assumed to be linear mappings from ~n to R
r

and RID to R
r , respectively. Moreover, wi thout loss of

generality, we assume that [D~O)] is injective. Finally, let our

freeedom of choice for the inputs u be limited to a particular

set of allowed inputs ~, to be specified later on as well.

Now take E.. e [0, 6] fixed. Then the next linear-quadratic

control problems (LQCP's) associated with the system X are wellE..

known ([2]):

(LQCP)-: For all x o ' findE.

and compute, if it exists, an optimal input u- (anE.

(LQCP) +: For all x o ' findE.

J+(x o) := inf IJ (x o , u) lu e ~ such that lim x(t) = 01,
E.. E.. t4lO

and compute, if it exists, a control u+ e ~ such thatE..
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These problems will be called the linear-quadratic problems

without and with stability, respectively, as in [2]. The

problems are called regular if D(~) is injective and singular if

this is not the case. Of course we would like to exclude the

case where for some X o it might occur that e.g. J+(x o) = + 00.

Therefore it will be a standing assumption that the pair (A, B)

is stabilizable (w.r.t. c-:= Is EcIRe(s) (OJ).

Both the regular and the singular LQCP's have been a

subject of detailed study in many works. The most important of

them are [2] - [11]. See also [12] - [13]. For regular problems

the optimal controls turn out to be smooth (Le. arbitrarily

often differentiable, see [3, Sec. 3]), and for singular

problems optimal inputs in general are distributions.

Thus, for every ~ E [0, 5], both problems are fully

understood. Now the scope (of [1] and) this article is, to

investigate the parameter dependence of the linear-quadratic

optimal cost, optimal controls, state trajectories and outputs.

For instance, if the limit of the "perturbed" optimal cost

equals the "boundary" optimal cost, then we have insight in the

size of the optimal cost for the "perturbed" problem (for small

~ > 0) without the necessity to know C(~) and D(~) explicitly.

In [1] the behaviour of the optimal cost with stability

J+(x o)' the optimal controls u+, and the resulting optimal
~ ~

state-trajectories have been examined as functions of ~. One of

the results there is, that (under two assumptions) J+(x o) ...
~

J~(Xo) for all X o if ~ ... O. Moreover, if the systems x~ are

left-invertible (see e.g. [2] - [3]) and u+ exists for all Xo (~
~

E [0, 5]), then u+ ~ u+ (in distributional sense) and additional
~ 0

convergence results hold for the resulting state trajectories.

Hence half of the bulk of work is done: There is continuity of

the optimal cost, controls, state trajectories and outputs with

stability.
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What about the other half? In [1, Remark 3.4J it is noted

by means of a counterexample that generally not J~(xo) ~ J~(xo).

This lack of continuity raises the question: If J-(x o) converges
~

as ~ tends to zero, then what is the limit? Suppose that we know

this limit, is it then possible to interpret it as the optimal

cost for a kind of LQCP where the state trajectory is required

to approach a certain subspace as time goes to infinity? In

addition, do the optimal controls u- (~ ) 0) for the LQCP
~

without stability converge to the optimal inputs for the newly

defined problem in case of left-invertibili ty? Further, is it

possible to indicate when J-(x o ) will converge to J-(x o )? It
~

will be these kind of questions with which we will deal in the

present paper.

In Section 2 we fill in preliminary gaps, left in this

Introduction, and link the LQCP's with a subset of real

symmetric solutions that satisfy a linear matrix inequality. In

the third Section we specify the basic assumptions made on the

linear mappings C(~) and D(~) and state a new kind of LQCP. This

problem turns out to be fully solvable and its optimal cost

appears to be the limit of the optimal cost for the perturbed

problem without stability. Furthermore a characterization of the

newly defined optimal cost in terms of the original system

coefficients is presented. Finally, a necessary and sufficient

condit ion is given for this optimal cost to be equal to the

optimal cost for the unperturbed problem without stability. An

example is included to demonstrate the convergence stated above.

In Section 4, then, convergence of optimal inputs, state

trajectories and outputs of the perturbed problem to the optimal

controls, states and outputs of the new problem are proven in

case of left-invertibility of the "boundary" system. The paper

is closed by some conclusions.
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2. Preliminaries.

In this Section we will define an appropriate

distributional choice for our set of allowed inputs ~, discuss

its effects on the interpretation of the system equations (1.1),

name a few geometric concepts,· of importance in linear optimal

control, and state some results on the strong interplay between

LQCP's and the so-called dissipation inequality ([11]).

We will start with a specification of our set of allowed

inputs ~. In [1], as in [2], the distributional control set

~dist has been proposed. Here, we will work with a smaller set

of allowed controls. This input set is the same as the one in

[3] and it turns out to be very appropriate for a fully

algebraic treatment of the LQCP's, as has been demonstrated in

[3]. This class of inputs still proves to be large enough to be

representati ve for the system's behaviour under general

distributions as inputs. Now let D+' denote the set of

distributions defined on R with support on [0, ~) (for details,

see [14] - [15]). The Dirac 5-distribution and its higher order

derivatives thus are elements of D+' and linear combinations of

these distributions will be called impulsive distributions (they

have support in 0). A second class of elements of D+' is the set

of smooth distributions in D+': The set of regular distributions

that are smooth on [0, ~) ([3, page 374]).

For our class of allowed inputs ~ we now take all m-vectors

of linear combinations of impulsive and smooth distributions

c.lmp

Definition 2.1 ([3]).

An impulsive-smooth distribution is a distribution d E D of the

form d = d 1 + d 2 where d 1 is impulsive and d 2 is smooth. The

one-component class of these distributions is denoted Cimp
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The class e, has an important property ([3], [15]) .. lmp

Proposition 2.2.

e. is closed under convolution.lmp

Next, for an interpretation of the system equations (1.1)

in our distributional framework, we follow the approach in [3].

In order to simplify the notation we denote convolution by

juxtaposition (like ordinary multiplication), as in [3].

Furthermore, let us denote the 6-distribution by 1 and its

derivative by p. A constant multiple of 6 will, if no confusion

can arise, thus be denoted by that constant: as = a·1 = a. Hence
k .

an impulsive distribution can be written as E a.pl (a. e~, i =
i=O 1 1

0, ••• , k), with po = 1, the 6 distribution. Now it is proven in

[15] that, if A is a n x n matrix, then (pI - A) is invertible

(with respect to convolution) and (pI - A) -1 = etA1~t(t), where

1
R

+(t) denotes the indicator function of ~t, or, more loosely,

etA (t ~ 0). Following the discussion in [3, Sec. 3J, we are led

to the distributional interpretation of (l.la) below:

px = Ax + Bu + Xo (2.1a)

X o stands for the ~n-valued distribution x o ·1, and u E

It is well-known that the solution of (2.1a) within (Dt,)n

where
me. .lmp

is unique, and, actually, equal to

(2.1a')x = (pI - A)-1(Bu + xo)

Moreover, since u E e~ , we have that x E e~ .lmp lmp

The distributional interpretation of the output in (l.lb), e. E

[0, 0], now is, of course, with (2.1a'),

YEo = C(e.)x + D(e.)u = Te.(P)U + C(e.) (pI - A)-1xo ' (2.1b)

where T (p) is the matrix-valued distribution obtained by
e.

setting s = p in the transfer function
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T (s) = D(E.) + C(E.) (sI - A) -IB ,E. (2.2)

tA r{and interpreting (pI - A) -1 = e llR+{t». Thus YEo E e. . Inlmp

order to stress dependence of x and y on X o and u, we write x =E.

X (x o ' u) and y =YE.(x o , u). Finally, observe that x(x o ' u) (t) =E.

x 2 (t) (t > 0) , where x 2 stands for the smooth part of x ne e. ,lmp

and thus we define x(x o ' u) (~) := lim x 2 {t).
t4lO

Also, we are particularly interested in those u E e~ thatlmp

yield an output y with impulsive part equal to 0, with an eyeE.

on our LQCP's we want to solve. Such inputs will be called

admissible and the space of admissible inputs, which is system

dependent, is denoted by ~X • For further details, see [3] •
E.

Our distributional setup allows us to introduce the space

of instantaneously reachable points: A point x is called
minstantaneously reachable if there exists an input u E e. such
up

that x(O, u) (0+) = x. One easily establishes that x(O, u) (0+) .

lim x 2 (t) only depends on.the impulsive part of u, and it can be
tJ.O

found that the space of instantaneously reachable states equals

im[B, AB, ••• , An-1B], i.e. the ordinary reachable subspace ([3,

pp. 376 - 377]). Of special interest is a system dependent

subspace of the reachable space, the subspace of points that are

strongly reachable (from the origin).

Definition 2.3 «(3]).

Given a system X = (A, B, C, D) with admissible input space ~x.

Then a state x is called strongly reachable from the origin, if

there exists an impulsive input u e ~X such that for the

corresponding state trajectory we have x(O, u) (0+) = x. The

strongly reachable states form a linear space and it is denoted

by w(X).
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Its dual concept, the weakly unobservable subspace VeX) is

the space of points Xo for which there exists a smooth input u

such that the output resulting from X o and u is identically

equal to zero. The intersection !l{x) := ,.(x) n 'W(I) is well

known to be strongly tied up with left invertibility ([3, Th.

3.26]) and hence with uniqueness of possible optimal controls

for LQCP-s ([1] - [3]). For the subspaces !l, ,. and .. numerous

properties and characterizations have been derived: see e.g. [2]

- [3], [16] - [18]). We quote one of them: Let g:( X) := (F: rl ~

R
mI(A + BF)V(X) C v(X), (C + DF)V(X) = 1011, then g:(x) ¢ 0. Now

it holds for every F E g:(z) that the spectrum o(A +
lit

BFIV{I)!!l(Z» is fixed and equals the set 0 (I) := (s E clrank

[
(SI -c A) -DB] < n + normal rank (D + C(s! - A)-lB»), the set

of invariant zeros corresponding to Z ([16] - [17], [19] 

[22] ) •

Thus, for every E. E [0, 6] we have the subspaces 'W(x ),
E.

*vex ), !leX ) and the set 0 (x ).
E. E. E.

]

Another concept, instrumental in both [1] and our paper, is

the so-called dissipation inequality ([11]). Define for every E.
E [0, 6], L : Rn x n ~ R(n+m) x (n+m) by

E.

._
[

C'(E.)C(E.) + A'K + KA
L (K)

E. B'K + D'(E.)C(E.)

Then the real, symmetric matrix K of dimension n is said to

satisfy the dissipation inequality (corresponding to x) ifE.

L (K) ~ O. This inequality is of importance because ofE.
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Proposi tion 2.4 ([7], [23]).

Let ~ E [0, 5]. Then there are real, symmetric matrices K~, K:

of dimension n such that

o _< K- < K+, and
~ - ~

\( ."n: J-(x o) = xo'K-x o' J+(x o)Xo E ,~~ ~ ~

Hence the set r := IK E IRnxnlK = K', L (K) > 01 contains
~ E. -

the two matrices that represent the optimal costs for our

LQCP's. What do we know about r ? In [6] it is proven that for
~

every K E r it holds that rank (L (K» > normal rank (T (s».
E. ~ - E.

This observation leads us to the introduction of the next subset

of r :
E.

rm in .- IK E IRnxnlK = K', L (K) > 0, rank (L (K» =
~ E. - E.

normal rank (T (s»J,
E.

(2.4)

the set of rank minimizing solutions of the dissipation

inequal ity, and it appears that K+ is in r min ([6]). It even
~ E.

holds that K+ is the maximal element in r , and hence, in
~ E.

particular, the largest element in rm in ([6]) • Furthermore, it
E.

is shown in [12] that K- rmin More precisely,E •
E. ~

Proposition 2.5.

semi-definite rank minimizing solution of the dissipation

inequality.
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Remark 2.6.

If g- is a subspace , (x/g-) (t) = p (x (t)) with P the canonical

projection of ~n on ~n/g- ([16]), and (xlg-) (00) .- lim (xlg-) (t),
t...,oo

then (for instance for ~ = 0) we may state the linear-quadratic

problem with stability modulo g- «LQCP)~):

For all x o' find

J~(xo) := inflJo(x o' u) lu E err: , (x(x o, u)/...) (00) = OJ,lmp ;}

and compute, if it exists, an optimal input u~.

This problem is well-defined in the sense that for all x o' the

infimum exists ([7]) since (A, B) is stabilizable and it can be
g- g-. g- g-

shown ([7], [24]) that Jo(x o) = xo'Kox o wlth Ko ~ 0 and Ko E

~in. Therefore it is not that much To we are interested in when

studying LQCP's (here for ~ = 0). The set of importance actually

is ~in. If ker (D (0)) = I0I, then r 0 equals the set of real,

symmetric solutions of the algebraic Riccati equation ([11],

[6], also [24]). If ker(D(O)) ~ /01, then this algebraic Riccati

equation fails to exist and only recently a method for computing

r 0 for the case ker (D (0) I ~ 10 J has been presented ([12, Sec.

6]) •

,
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3. 1 new kind of linear-quadratic problem and its relation to

the limit of the optimal cost without stability.

So far we have not yet specified the assumptions made on

the linear mappings C(~) and D(~) «l.lb)). In [1, Sec. III] the

next two "fairly mild" conditions were proposed:

A.l: ~ ~ C(~) and ~ ~ D(~) are continuous at o.
1.2: 35 , > OVO ~ ~1 ~ E. 2 ~ 5'· Q(~l) ~ Q(~2)·

Here Q(~) := [C(E.) D(E.)]'[C(~) D(~)]

and observe that the cost criterion J (x o ' u) may be written
~

as or[X' u']Q(~) [~]dt (u e 'Ux~' Sec.2). Also, we have that

[B' (D (0) ) .] [D~O)] is posi ti ve definite. Combining everything

above with Lemma 2.1 in [25], then, yields that we just as well

might have assumed:

(A) ~ ~ C(~) and ~ ~ D(~) are continuous at O.

(8) There is a 5 > 0 such that for all 0 ~ ~1 ~ ~2 ~ 5 we

have Q(~l) ~ Q(~2) and there exists a subspace J( such

that ker(Q(~» = ker([C(~) D(~)]) = J( for all ~ e

(0,5]. Moreover, ~~~)] is injective for ~ E [0, 5].

Note that (A) - (B) are trivially satisfied when C(~) = ~] and

D(~) = [~~J' (C and D two constant matrices of appropriate

dimensions). For posi tive ~ the LQCP I S corresponding to these

C(~) and D(~) are usually called "cheap control" problems (see

e. g. [26] - [28], also [29]).

The monotonicy aspect in (B) has, somewhat surprising,

consequences for the subspaces mentioned in Sec. 2.
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Proposition 3.1. ([3, Sec. 2], [25, Prop. 2.2)}

Let (B) hold. Then there are subspaces ~ and Wsuch that for all- -
~ e (0, 5), ~(I ) = ~ and W(I } = w. Moreover, ~ c ~(Io) =: 0/0'

~ ~

W C W(I o) =: Wo and'!. = ~ n W C '!.(I o) =: '!.o' Finally, there- -
exists a space ~ such that for all ~ E (0, 5), ~X = ~ and ~ C

~

Next, we introduce a new kind of (unperturbed) LQCP, the

LQCP With stability modulo 0/ + Wo (compare Remark 2.6):

(LQCP}~~+Wo): For all x o' find

J~~+Wo} (x o) ._

inf(Jo(x o' u} lu e e~mp' (x(x o' u}/(;+W
o

» (oo) = 01

*and compute, if it exists, a control U o such that

(~+WO) _ *
J o (x o) - Jo(x o' u o)·

Observe that in this problem the subspace

problem's end-point restrictions is the

invariant subspace ([16) corresponding to X
Eo

Now this new kind of LQCP turns out to be closely bound up

with the perturbed problem without stability. Before coming to

this, we shall take a look at the new problem itself.
*According to Remark 2.6, there exists a real symmetric K ~

(~+w ) * * JIlino such that for all x o' J o 0 (x o) = xo'K Xo and KeTo . The

next Theorem (for an outline of the proof, see the Appendix)
*tells us exactly how to identify this K • Recall ([3], [16] -

[17], [24]) that, if G E G(I o ) := IG: IR
r .... lRnl(A + GC(O»wo C

wo' im(B + GD(O» c Wol, then o(A + GC(O) 1(~O+WO}/1V) is fixed
o

*and" (I o ) = ,,(A + GC (0) I(~0+1"0) / 1V ).
o
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Theorem 3.2.

Consider the (LQCP) 0 with stability modulo 'Y + wo ' where 'Y is

determined by Proposition 3.1. Then the following holds.
* .(a) There exists a matrix K ~ 0 in r~ln such that for all xo'

('Y+w ) * - *J 0 0 (x o) = X O'K xO' and 'Y c ker (K ). Moreover, if for

any real symmetric K, Lo(K) ~ 0 and 'Y c ker(K), then K <
*K •

(b) For all x o ' there exists an optimal input
*if and only if 01 (x o ) n CO = 0. Here,

GC (0) I('Y oH~o) / (;+'0» with G EG(I o ) •

for (LQCP) ~'YHVo)

*01 (X o ) = o(A +

From Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 we have that for all Xo and

all E. E (0, 6], J-(x o) = xo'K-x o with K- the smallest positive
E. E. E.

semi-definite element of ~in «2.4». Under the assumptions (A)
E.

* *- (B) it turns out that lim K- = K where K is determined in
E. u> E.

the previous Theorem.

Theorem 3.3.

*Assume that (A) and (B) hold. Then lim K- = K and hence for all
E. J,O E.

Proof. It is obvious that lim K- =: P exists (compare [1, proof
E. J.O E.

Th. 3.2]). Moreover, P ~ K- ~ O. Next, let E. E (0,6]. It is

well-known that for LQCP's without stability, as have been

formulated in Section 1, optimal inputs always exist ([2], [12])

and it is stated in [12, Remark 4 below Th. 5.2] that, if u-
E.
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is optimal, then the resulting state trajectory x- = x(x o' u-)
E. E.

is such that (x~/ (;+;») (00) = O. Hence (Prop. 3.1) (x~/ (;+w
o
» (00)

= 0 and therefore «B» J~(xo) ~or(yo(Xo' u~)'yo(xo' u;)dt ~

(~+w ) *J 0 (x o) and we observe that P ~ K

hand, we find that Lo(P) ~ O. (compare

from ker(K-) = ~ + W ([12, Th. 5.2]) we
E.

(Th. 3.2). On the other

[1, proof Th. 3.1]) and
- - -

get ~ c ~ + we ker(P).

* * ..By Th. 3.2 (a), then, P ~ K. Therefore P ~ K ~ P ~P = K.

*In [1, Remark 3.4] it has been noted that generally not K

= K-. However, we state without proof (compare [29, Remark 2

below Th. 4.5]; see also [2, Prop. 11 (vi)]):

Theorem 3.4.

Let c- .- Is e CIRe(s) ~ 01 and G e G(I o ). Then
* ..

K = K- c:::. 0 1 (I o ) = o(A + GC (0) I(~o+Wo) / (;+w
o
» c C-.

Remark 3.5.

*If 0/ = 0/0. then K = K-. It is not difficult to find mappings

C(E.) and D(E.), satisfying (A) - (B), such that 0/ = 0/0.

Remark 3.6.

Preliminary results on the behaviour for small E. of the optimal

cost for the perturbed problem without stability have been

established in [29], where the "cheap control" interpretation of

(LQCP); has been treated (C (E.) = [~], D(E.) = [E.~J). There, K* =

KO with KO e ~in, ; = < ker(C) IA ) c ker(K O
) and, if Lo(K) ~ 0

and < ker(C) IA ) c ker(K), then K ~ KO (see [29, Th. 4.5 - Th.

4.6, Corr. 5.3, Th. 5.4»
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Remark'3.7.

From the (outline of the) proof of Th. 3.2 (Appendix) it should

be clear that for all xO' J~"+~o) (x o) < 00 if and only if the

matrix pair in (A.5) is stabilizable. Analogously to the

reasoning in [29, Remark 6 below Th. 4.5], we can prove that

this stabilizability assumption is equivalent to: < Alim(B) ) +

L - (A) + ; = fRn. (Here L - (A) is the subspace spanned by the

(generalized) eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues A E alA)
- Wwith Re(A) < 0.) Observe that, if ,. = [01, then v : JOO(x o) < 00

Xo

~ (A, B) is stabilizable. This is also noted in [24, Th. 3.4].
(,. +w )

If ,. = "0' then v : J o 0 0 (x o) < 00 ~ < Alim(B) ) + L-(A) +
Xo

"0 = R
n. Since ([12, Remark 4 below Th.

(,. +w ) . -J o 0 0 (x o), we establlsh that v : Jo(x o) <
Xo

n
L - (A) + "0 = R. In [13] this result has been proven in a

somewhat different context.

Example.

In the example below the mappings

"cheap control" interpretation of

is, C(~) = [~], D(~) = [~~J). Let

C(~) and D(~) represent the

the perturbed problems (that

n 2 [1 0] [0]R = ~ , A = 02' B = l'

C = [0 1), D = 1. We have" = < ker (ellA). the xl-axis. Hence
*the condition in Remark 3.7 is satisfied and K exists. Let K =

K' be a solution of Lo(K) ! 0 «2.3» such that,. c ker(K). Then

K = [~ ~] with k(2 - k) ! 0, Le. k E [0, 2]. Hence (Th. 3.2

(a» K* = [~ ~]. Next, :et K~ represent the optimal cost for

(LQCP) -. Then ker(K-) = ,. (e.g. [13, Remark 2]) and hence K- =
~ ~ ~

[~ ~~] (k~ ! 0). Moreover, L~(K~) ~ 0 and therefore (- k~ + 2k~

+ 4~2k + ~2) ~ 0 ~ k E [k , k ] with k = (1 + 2~2) +
~ ~ ~l ~2 ~1'2

[(1 + 2e 2) 2 + e2)~. From Prop. 2.5, then, k = (1 + 2~2) + [(1 +
~

2e 2 )2 + e2)~. Indeed lim k = 2. Note that "0 = ~2 and hence K
d.O ~

* *= 0 ~ K . This is in accordance with Corr. 3.4: 0l(X O ) = 111.
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4. The limits of optimal controls and state trajectories for

(LQCP) -.
£.

The present Section studies the limits of optimal controls

and state trajectories for the perturbed LQCP without stability

in the case that the system Xo is left invertible (in [1] the

limits of inputs and states have been investigated for the

perturbed LQCP with stability). Again, (A) and (B) are assumed

to hold. Now it follows from [2, Prop. 4] (or [3, Th. 3.26])

that, given the injectivity of [D~e)]' xe is left invertible if

and only if ~(x ) = {O} (£. E [0, 6]). From Prop. 3.1, ~(x ) c
e £.

~o. Therefore

Lemma 4.1.

Assume that

(C) X o is left invertible.

Then x is left invertible for £. E [0, 5].
e

For all xo' the limits of the optimal u- and x· are
£. £.

'" '" '"expected to be equal to U o and X o := x(x o' uo)' respectively.

Limits in what sense? Since both the input and the state

trajectory in general are distributions, we will prove

convergence in distributional sense, as has been done in [1]. In

short, a sequence of distributions ~ E D+' is said to converge
n

to ~ E D+' if { ~ , l' > ... ( ~, l' ) (n ~ 00) for all l' E D. A
n

sequence of distributional vectors converges to some vector of

distributions (of the same dimension) if convergence holds

conponentswise. Also, a sequence y E L~(IR+) converges to y En

L~(IR+) strongly if convergence holds componentswise in the

topology of L z (IR+), the space of r-vectors whose components are

square-integrable over IR+.
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From Prop. 3.2 (b), finally, we establish that for the
•existence of u o for all Xo we need

•(D) 01 (X o) n CO = 0.

Here is our main result of this Section.

Theorem 4.1.

• •Assume that (A) - (D) hold. Then for all xO' u- ~ u o and x· ~ Xo
~ ~

•
(~ ~ 0) in distributional sense. Moreover, y~ = y(x o, u~) ~ yo =

•y(x o, u o) (~ ~ 0) strongly.

Proof. Again only an outline is presented; for the remaining

details we refer to the proof of Th. 4.3 in [1] and [29]. To

start,' L (K·) > 0 (xo'K·x o = J~"+'Wo)(xo))' we may write

LoIK', :,n[~~K·) 'J [C : D
K
·]. Let us take C

K
* and D

K
* as in the

(D
K

*) , K

appendix of [29] and let XK* be the system characterized by the

quadruple (A, B, C
K

*, D
K
*). Note that rank [C

K
* D

K
*] = normal

rank (To(s)) (Th. 3.2 (a)). Take ~ e (0, 0] and let u·, x· be
~ ~

optimal for (LQCP)-. Recall that (x-/(· .))(0:» = 0 ([12, Remark
~ ~ 'Y+'W

*4 below Th. 5.2]) and that 'Y + 'Wo c ker(K ). If J K* (x o' u)

0:>

= f (y *) 'y *dt (y * = C * x + D
K

* u,
o X K X X u e ~z *' Sec. 2) and Yt

K
t»- -

by [29, Lemma 5.1], fY 'ydt =
ott

* *xo'K X o ~ J~(xo' u~) - xo'X X o =

then,:= CK· x· + D •
~ K

JK*(x o' u;) = Jo(x o' u;)

•xo'(K; - K )x o «B), Prop. 2.5). Hence (Th. 3.3) y~ ~ 0 strongly

in L~(IR+) (p = normal rank (T 0 (s))). Set TK* (s) .- DK* + CK* (s!

- A) -lB, then we know from [29, App., Corr. 4] that TK* is

* .
invertible as a rational matrix (K e ~ln). Since y = TK*(P)U·

~ t

- A)-lxo «2.1b)), we thus get u· = (T
K
*(P))-l(y -

t ~

A) -lxo ) ~ U := - (TK*(P)) .1C
K
·(p! - A) .1xo (t ~ 0) in
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distributional sense, because, obviously, y~ ... 0 (~ J. 0) in

J
K
* (X o ' u)

m
Now consider the LQCP: Find infIJK*(x o, u) lu e Cimp '= o.

distributional sense. We have u e C~ and YK* .- CK* x(x o' u) +lmp

DK* u = 0 with x(x o' u) = (pI - A) -l(Bu + Xo). Hence

(x/(;+,o)) (~) = 01. Following the reasoning in [29], then,

yields that u IS optimal for this problem and, again with [29,

Lemma 5.1], that u is optimal for (LQCP) ~"'+1Vo) and u e CU o =
- * *CU~ *. But then u = u O • We have proven u- ... uo (~ J. 0) in

~K ~

distributional sense. Since x- = (pI - A)-l(Bu- + xo), we also
~ ~

*find that x- ... Xo (~ J. 0) in distributional sense. The remainder
~

of the proof is similar to the last part of the proof of Th. 4.3

in [1].

Remark 4.2.

In [1] it has been shown that u +
~

J. 0) in

distributional sense, provided that (A) - (C) hold and provided
*that for all ~ e [0, 0], 0 (X ) n CO = 0. In [25], however, it

~

* *is proven that, if (A) - (C) hold, then 0 (X ) c 0 (X o). Hence
~

(A) - (C) and (D') are already sufficient for the results in [1,

Th. 4.3] to be valid, where
*(D') 0 (X o ) n CO = 0.

In particular, in case of "cheap control" problems (C(~) = [~],

D(~) = [~~J)' o*(X~) = o(AI< ker(C) IA » C 0*(2;0) (yes!) and

hence in [1, Corr. 5.2] it suffices to assume that Xo is left
*invertible and that 0 (X o ) n CO = 0.
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5. Conclusions.

In this paper one-parameter families of linear-quadratic

control problems without stability (i.e. with no end-point

conditions) have been investigated. In [1J it has been proven

that for the corresponding problems with stability (Le. with

side condition that the state trajectory should vanish as time

goes to infinity) there is continuity of the optimal cost under

two rather basic assumptions. However, there generally proved to

be no such continuity for the free end-point problems. Here, we

have introduced a new kind of linear-quadratic problem with

"partial" stability restrictions and we have demonstrated, under

the same two assumptions as in [1], that the optimal cost for

the perturbed problem without stability converges to the optimal

cost for the problem with "partial" stability. In addition, in

case of left-invertibility, there is for all initial conditions

convergence (in distributional sense) of the perturbed optimal

controls and state trajectories to the optimal inputs (if

existent) and state trajectories for the latter problem.

Furthermore a condition is given, necessary and sufficient for

the new optimal cost to be equal to the cost for the "boundary"

problem without stability. Important in our approach, besides

the dissipation inequality, is the characterization of all real

symmetric matrices that satisfy this inequality and minimize the

rank of the dissipation matrix. In particular, every real

symmetric matrix that represents the optimal cost for any

linear-quadratic problem is a rank minimizing solution of the

dissipation inequality. The matrix that represents the cost for

our new problem can be characterized uniquely (as a rank

minimizing solution) in terms of the original "boundary" system

coefficients.
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Appendix.

Outline of a proof for Theorem 3.2. To start, one establishes

easily from Assumption (B) that, if (Sec. 2) (A + BF}'Y c:: 'Y and

(C(e.) + D(e.)F)'Y = 101 (e. E (0, 6]), then (C(O) + D(O)F)'Y = 10/.

Note that such an F exists. Let G E G(Zo). Then (A + GC(O)} ('Y +

Wo) c:: 'Y + Wo as well as (A + GC(O» ('Yo + wo) c:: 'Yo + Wo (see also

[3, Sec. 3], [16] - [17]). In [12] it is shown (by means of the

so-called general ized dual structure algorithm, see also [24],

[29]) that the original system Z = Zo is related to a system Z

which has the following structure:

px = Ax + B u + B u + X o (A.la)

Yo =C(O)x + D u (A.lb)

with ker(D} = 101, D contains all independent columns of D, rank

(D) = normal rank To(s) ~ rank D(O) (see (2.2» and

im(B) c:: wo' cwo c:: im(D),

u • ~(p) [~] witb X(p) the matrix-valued distribution

obtained by writing s = p in a certain polynomial matrix

:It ( s) ,

(x(x,. ul (t) - x(x .. [~} (~)~ : ", for all t ) O.

In addition, if Ao := A - B(D'D)-lD'C(O} and Co := (I 

D(D'D) -lD')C(O) t_he..n _'Yo ~ Wo = < ker(C o) lAo> and Ao(Wo) c:: WOo

In fact, G := - B(D'D)-lD' is an element of G(Zo). Now observe

the LQCP with stability modulo 'Y + Wo corresponding to the

system Z: Find

j~"'+Wo)(xo) .- inflrYo'Yodtl(;(xo, [~])/(;+W »(00) = 01,
o u 0

and compute, if possible, an optimal control. Applying the

preliminary feedback- -
u =- (D'D}-lD'C(O}x + v

in (A.1) yields
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PX = Aox + B v + B u + X o (A.3a)

Yo = Cox + D v (A.3b)

and due to the invariances Ao(Wo) C '1'0' Ao(~ + '1'0) C V + '1'0 (see

above!) and Ao(~o + '1'0) C ~o + '1'0' the inclusion sequence wo c ~

+ '1'0 c ~o + '1'0 and the characteristics of the system x, it turns

out that the latter problem is easily solvable. This is done in

the usual way ([21, [121, [241, [29]). Let $. (i = 1, 2, 3) be
1

subspaces such that '1'0 $ $1 = V + "'0' (,.. + "'0) $ $2 = ~o + '1'0

and (~o + '1'0)
n Then (A. 3) is equivalent to$ $, = IR •

Xl All Al2 Au A1 ~ Xl B1 B1 Xo1-
Xz 0 Az z Az , Az ~ x 2 8 z - 0 X02P = + •., + u +
x, 0 0 Au AJ~ x, BJ 0 XOJ- -
x ... 0 0 0 A...... x ... B... 0 xo...

(A. 4a)

Xl-
Yo = [ 0 0 0 C.. ] X z + D v (A. 4b)-

x J

x~

Here, (C .. , A.... ) is observable by construction. Since we find

that .i;'Y+W,) (x,) = inf;r[~.'c ..c.~. + ;. D'D ;Jdt I[U(~I = 01,

we may confine ourselves to the regular problem of infimizing

this criterion associated with the subsystem

p[~J] = [An ~J"'] [~J] + [~J]; + [xo l
] (A.S)

x~ 0 A~~ x~ B~ xo~

From here on, the rest of the solution of the LQCP with

stability modulo ~ + .0 subject to X is standard (e.g. [2]): If

the matrix pair in (A.S) is stabilizable (which will be the case
-*if (A, B) is) and K thus is the largest positive semi-definite

solution of the (reduced order) Algebraic Riccati Equation

associated with the regular problem formulated above, then
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j ~'YH~IO) (X o) = [Xu', XO<l ,] i* [X O3] and for all initial conditions
XO<l- -

an optimal v exists if and only if o(A 33 ) n CO = 0. The real
.*

symmetric n x n matrix K , consisting of zero blocks save the
-*right lower block block that equals K , then, corresponds to a

*matrix K that satisfies both KWo = 101 and the n x n Riccati- - - . - -
Equation 0 = Co'C o + Ao'K + KA o - KB(D'D)-lB'K =: ~(K). In

* -particular, K ~ 0 is the largest solution of ~(K) = 0 for which

also K('Y + "0) = 101. Since in [12, Sec. 6] it is shown that

~in = IK = K' IKWo = 101, ~(K) = 01, we thus have found that K*

is the largest element in the intersection of r~in and IK =

K'ILo(K) ~ 0 and K't = 1011. Moreover, we have (x!{;+'I'o»(oo) = 0
- -

('f"+" ) - ('f"HV )
c::::. (x(~+"o»)(co) = 0, and therefore J o 0 (x o) = J o ° (x o) =

*xo'K X o for all x o• Next, o(A u ) = o{Aol{'toHVo)!{;+wo» =
* *0l(X O ). The claim: (Lo{K) ~ 0 and Key = 101 ... K ~ K ) can be

proven in a straightforward manner, identical to the proof of

[29, Lemma 5.2]. The result as such is not surprising (see [8]).

Finally, we will state without proof that the set of optimal

('t+1V 0)
controls for (LQCP) ° , 'Ux(x o) _ , is for all x o non-empty

opt, 'f"+l9 o

'"if and only if 0 1(X) n CO = 0, and (assuming this to be the

case) we have

*_ [-g(K)(BU+X o)].
= I U E e~ Iu =x(p) , U £.

lmp u

arbitrarily impulsive-smooth I
* - - - -, * - * - '"

where g(K ) := (D'D)-l{D'C(O) + B K ) (pI - Ao{K »-1 with Ao(K )
- - '"= Ao - B{D'D)-lB'K • For details, compare proofs of [12, Th.

5.2], [29, Th. 4.5], [24, Prop. 2.3, Prop. 3.4]. This completes

the outline of our proof.
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